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Nine dead'
in separate,
attacks; .
bodies
of 4
.
contractors
brutalized

i

•

BY SEWELL CHAN AND NASEER
NOUm
The Washington Post
.FALLUJAH, Iraq--Four American
civilian contractors were killed in
the Iraqi city of Fallujah Wednesday in an attack that left their vehicles in flames, and afterward at
least three of the burned bodies
were mutilated, dragged through
the streets and suspended from
a bridge while a group of Iraqis
• danced in the streets. Separately,
in nearby Ramadi, five U.S. soldiers died after their armored vehicle hit a roadside bomb.
Fallujah residents interviewed
said the incident involving the
contractors was the most savage
behavior they had seen in the city
.slnce the U.S. occupation began.
The White House on Wednesday
blamed terrorists and remnants
of Saddam Hussein's former regime for the attack ..White House
spokesman Scott McClellan told
reporters, "There are some that are
doing everything they can to try to
prevent" a June 30 transfer of sovereignty to an Iraqi government.
The four contractors were U.S.
citizens, the State Department
said. 'Early evidence indicated they
were employed by Blackwater Security Consulting of Moyock, N.C.,
a company that hires former military special fcrces and law enforcement personnel from the United
States and other countries to provide security services and training,
- the company said in a statement.
The company said it was hired by
the U.S. government to provide security for convoys delivering food
in the Fallujah area.
The names of the victims were
not immediately released pending
notification of next of kin, U.S. officials said.
"The United States government
is appalled by the horrific attacks
and the senseless loss of life that
we saw in Iraq today," State Department spokesman Adam Ereli
told reporters in Washington. "We
extend our deepest sympathies to
the families of the victims."
Footage of parts ofthe incident
following the attack appeared on
U.S. television Wednesday.
The attack began when insurgents fired assault rifles at two
Sl!Vs in a busy commercial area.
Then, hundreds. of people. young
and old, gathered around the
burning vehicles and shouted anti-.
ATTACKS page 2
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a.m. Wednesday, March 31. in
Room lOB of the Multipurpose
Clas~roomBuilding
at Boise
State University.
The event is free and open to
jhe public. Pay parking is available at the' parking structure
at University Drive and Brady
Street located to the east of the
Multipurpose Building.
McPherson is the co-author
of "Applied Ecology and Natural Resource
Management"
(Cambridge University Press;
2003). He also served as the
founding director of The Nature
Conservancy's David H. Smith
Conservation Research Fellow'ship Program.

professor GUy McPherson' will
speak on "IJnldngSdence,
Pol- ...
icy. ~d MlUlagement forNaturalResources: Partial Solutions ,
toWlCked .Pilibtetn.s~ atell.:40

.f;
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6. ~ 9 p.m.Friday,April2.Fre~;.
par1dngwillb~a~ableint1l.e.
Uberll1,,Art~ parkingl()tf!)ft:lie
receptio,n.,
'. '.'

their art work out there," Furbon said.
Being a student not so long
YoungentrepreneurJeff
Furago himself Purbon .unde!;,
bon invested in artistic talent
stood that money can be tigb.~ .
from a Boise State college stuand jobs tough to get whilestlll
dent for his new business; a Salt in school.
".;'
Lake City coffee establishment
Furbon hired senior. graphiC'called the Daily Rise. Furbon ' design major Paul Rodriguezoq.
graduated from the University
the spot while reviewing soJIl~
ofHeroIi with it business degree
of Rodriquez's previousvvprk.
in South Dakota four years ago. . Furbon showedllodrlguez
j~
.His new coffee shop will open
own drawingsofid~t()sh~~.
inApril>
.. ' .'.
.....
. what hcwas1ookingror,
"
. Furtlonneeded.a:drawirigofup·
to' Rodriguez:ttL~
",
,-,+.................
m:tlu'U coffee:~~blish~Jdeas
of tbebtilldirigto
ll1eiitandwa:;\yUllng,'to
pay""Pllper;":'
$100 fodt. ................•..
'...., ".•.....'!.....
" :This;Wasn't
"
'~l wanted to, h~p a,collegeslpnll1'"
'.
stud~ntmqI¢soll1~:extta.·)iIl$·
.
,~oneY':an'd
gat a chance
to get ";.:
.
"",.'
. - ,.' - - - . -"··,~'-t-':;'ii'.

BY RACHEL PEREZ

Special to The Arbiter

ment of art presents two master
offine l\l1Sthesisexhibitions
March '31 - April 16. An ope~~,

-~--"l1titversity'tltArlzona'-biQlogy--ing-reeeption-wilUJ

Student designs
artwork for SLC
coffee shop
Putting "Real Education Ior
the Real World' to the test
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The Boise State University
chapter of Psi Chi, the national
psychology honor society, will
host a blood drive from 3,-7 p.m,
on Tuesday, March 30, in the
American Red Cross Bloodmobile, which will be parked behind the back entrance of the'
Student Union Building.
Donors
-- students, faculty
and community members -- are
encouraged to sign up ahead of
time by calling Kim Markowski
at 426-B094. Walk-ins are also
welcome. Psi Chi will serve refreshments to the participants.
'DOISE STA.TEHOSTS MFA
Donors may also enter a drawing to win a Red Cross gO(ldy~THESISEXBlBITIONS
.
bag of prizes.
. ·.MARC.H 31-APRIL
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, "Has Resonance"
by Matt
~Laurance, will be in Gallery I,
.located in the Liberal Arts Build.Ing, Laurance said the exhibi.tion, "begins with the connote~tions of the material mud. Mud
:Is basic, common, ever-pres:ent, yet anything made from
:it seems fragile and transient.
;This temporary,
site-specific,
sculpture installation explores
a vast sharing of experience and
poetry of repulsion."
:: "The Final Frontier?" a paint!J1gexhibition by Brendon Far'ley, will be in Gallery 2 in the
,.I!Iemingway Center for Western
~dies.
This exhibition, said
:farley, "reflects the 'conflicting
",:Valuesand ideologies that we in
, the western United States pro].ect upon the landscape."
".

I

BOISE ST.liTE.liNNOUNCES.
~OUNDERS'LE.liDERSHIP
]OCIETY INDUCTEES

,=.~'The
~

Founders'
Leadership
~Soclety at Boise State Univer.~~ity has announced Its class of
,'2004. Twenty-eight graduating
/students will be inducted into
:;:the Society on Wednesday, April
"'7, in a ceremony at the Allen
, Noble Hall of Fame.
_ Society members are invited
, to meet annually for learning
, and networking opportunities
, as tlley continue ilieir leadership development
as, alumni.
Criteria for ilie award include
leadership
skills.
academic
ac!lievement, commitment
to
service and support for diver-

sity.
The Founders'
Leadership
Society was established in late
2000 to recognize graduating'
students for their outstanding
leadership involvement,
both
on campus and in the community. Induction into the prestigious society provides students
with opportunities
to mentor
other students and to participate in meaningful activities
to enhance their personai and
professional leadership growth
beyond graduation.
This year's inductees
are:'
Jason Bobango, sociai work;
Guillaume
Bouvier, marketing; Laura Clark, social work;
Zoe Covington, nursing; Michelle
Fellows,
psychology;
Jerilyn Grow, graphic design;
Kate Hoffman, English, technical
communication! creative
writing; ,Carrie
Humphreys,
political science; Brenda Inskeep, nursing; Ali Ishaq, political science; Jeni Jenkins, social
science; Dorian Kiri, electrical
engineering; , Stephen
Klick,
mechanical engineering; Byron
Knowles, biology; Christopher
Mathias, criminal justice administration;
Billy Mogensen,
civil engineering; Leo Morales,
political science; Yasrnin Morales, mechanical engineering;
' Casi Morimoto, finance; Sheri
Muncy, political science; Shannon
Nicholson,
elementary
education; Sunny Reed, social
work; Ken Rock, politicai science; Jason Rogien, ' business
administration!
economics;
Eric SdUe~eW11Y'p.e~ili science
studies; Judy ,Torres, political
science; Ryan Vanderlinden,
biochemistry; and Sally Zenner,
, healili science studies.

, from page 1

American slogans.
Video footage showed the
charred bodies on the streets,
having been dragged . from
the vehicles and beaten with
shovels. At least three bodstudents can give their input
ies were seen hanging from a
.going.
Outdoor
Program
offiBY BmAN J\NDERSON
about activities they would like
bridge in FalluJah aft.erWll.i:d~.,
cials
feelthat
there
should
be
Special to The Arbiter
They were then cU;~-dow,n,
,
.
aIot more opportunities
for to see planned.
Rich Gardunia,
an avid
attached to donkey carts. and
students to get, involved and
Boise State students :
climber and REC Center emdragged a mile and a half
have more opportunities
for exploreilieoutdoors.
ployee, expressed a lot of exthrough the city, witnesses
Tteasurer
jenaleigh
Kiebert
outdoor adventure in the 2004
.cltement about the change.
told The Washington Post. '
spring semester due to the re- said the club has been around
"The Outsiders Club is aweA police official in Fallujah,
but hasn't had the leaderorganization of the Outsiders
some. It's a great way to meet,
Major Abdelaziz Faisal Hamid
ship
and
di-REC-tion
needed
Club. The Outsiders Club is a
oilier students who want to do
Mehamdy. said he did not see
to keep student involvement
student organization that prothe same thing. and a cheap
any survivors and that it took
vides students with simllar in- lip. Last fall, the club met on way to go on sweet trips." Garpollee about30minu~es
to arFridays for different pick-Up
terestsan opportunity to meet
rive at the scene. He said no
duniasaid.
activities
such
as
biking,
climband participate in outdoor acThe easiest way to get inarrests were made and that
ing. or hiking, but only one trip
tivities such as mountain bikvolved
with the Outsiders Club
the gunmen escaped.
was planned last year. This year
ing, rock climbing, backpackis contacting the Outdoors ProMehamdy
said: "I was
the
club
is
looking
at
a
trip
to
ing and camping.
gram located in the REC Center
surprised.... The violence is
Grand
Targee
as
well
as
Moab,
Wiili the help of Outdoor
increasing against the AmeriUtah. Also in the plans is a at 426-1946: The club is for
Programs and a new student
anyone interested in seasoned
cans.... They took over the
slide show about backpacking
president, Derrick Stone, club
climbs, backpacking or Just
country and they didn't give
in Idaho. Kiebert said the club
participants are excited about
regular outdoor activities.
'
us anything. They came for
will
have
more
involvement
so
getting the program up and
democracy and to help the
people, but we haven't seen
any of this, just killing and
tended the seminar. Sener said
neering Inc., was armed with
violence."
'
he was disappointed
by the
slides and the latest gadgets
In Baghdad, Brig. Gen. Mark
to seal off landfills as well as sparse turnout. The College of ,
from page 1
Kimmltt, the U.S.nlilitary's
Engineering worked hard to
the latest methods on how to
deputy dlreptor of operations,
have Theil here at an incredcollect
and
treat
landfill
tea
-landfill owned by a private
later said: "While it is perhaps
ible
price,
Sener
said.
Theil's
the water that steeps through
company costing $31.4 million.
newsworthy
that we show
workshops cost upwards of
layers of trash. Theil has been
The' commission is exploring
small, localized incidents, the
$1,000 per person, but the Colin
the
business
of
solid
waste
ways to reduce waste and enentire tableau of the counlege of Engineering was able to
courage recycling. One idea is engineering for 19 years and
try of Iraq is far morejhan
bring
Theil
to
BSU
for
$275
per
a tiered system, charging busl- ' has published dozens of proa couple of small; localized
person.
fessionai papers.
ness and Individuals by how
incidents. They are tragic ....
Ada County commissioners
"Heis'a
very
well-knOwn
much waste they prodl,lc:e:
We grieve for the families. We
held iliree public meetings in
man," said Civil Engineering
more trash, mofC cash.
know what it's like to be those
March.
The
final
meeting
was
Professor Joseph Sener who
The fun really begins once
families. But t.\1emost imporat Meridian City Hall. Commisadded that the seminar was
the dump is -full. 'Then comes
tant thing tIlat those soldiers
sioners gathered public comgeared towards the local engithe latest technology to keep
and those contractors would
ments until March 26, and are
neering
community
and
issues
trash safely entombed
and
say today, they would tell us
expected to make a decision
the city is facing.
monitored.
'
were tIley here today, 'Keep
soon.
Fewer than 20' people atKeynote speaker, Richard
up the work. Don't disgrace us
Theil, president of Theil Engiby buckling under to a small
group of insurgents.' And we
already saturated with coffee
don't plan to."
, business. He has also worked
shops and Furbon knew he
Kimmitt said he understood
for an outdoors store, Anheusneeded to go somewhere else
there were four contractors
er-Busch and had a small busifrom page 1
to be successful.
traveling ,in
two vehicles.
ness selling pooper-scoopers.
"There are some places In
"What they were doing there,
websltes, and sold. photogra~
Furbon decided to move to
Salt Lake City that are essential
I'm not sure of. Like most
phy in the past.
,
,',
Idaho for the beautiful envilocations," Furbon said. "Las
contractors, they have a re"Basically I hilVc been doing ". ronment and the quality of the
Vegas and California are some
sponsibility
throughout
the
business cards for money, Ro- people. He also wanted a quiet
other possibilities to expand
country," he said.
driguez said..
place to do some soul-searchthe Daily Rise."
As to the U.S. soldiers killed,
The Dally Rise will not be
ing and concentrate on healthy
little information was made
Furbon's first ,.step in smiill
living. Unfortunately, Boise Is
available Wednesday. A nlilitary spokesman said that the
five 1st Infanuy Division solCorrection
The Arbiter Incorrectly reported iliat ASBSU President David Morriss was cleared on all election
diers died when their M-113
armored personnel carrier ran
code violations Monday. Morriss was found responsible for violating BSU's mass email policy, but
over a bomb.
not responsible for ilie oilier two violations. The Arbiter apologizes for any confusion
,\.;
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$20 Adjustment
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Specific Chiropractic
, with your pain problem

correction

helps

and also greatly

,,'i,mproves the overall function

of your

body. Millions have experienced
benefits of optimum
Chiropr~ctic

the
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Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full- Time Students !!!
* Montgomery GI Bill

• Montgomery GI Bill Kicker

* State Tuition Assistance

* Cash Bonuses

• Student Loan Repayment Program
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For More information contact:
MSGT Gaba Usog
422-5927 or (800) 621-3909
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WE'RE

HIRING
INSIDE SALES ACCOUNT MANAGER·At MPC, he.dqu.rtered In N.mpe, Id.ho, WI deliver hrgh-qu.lity PC. with
hlrtlwIrv, IOftwa,..,1I1d IOMCO', and superior customer aerylce Gnd support,
Wo Ire .. Iklng dynlmlc, proficient Indlvldu.ls to acquire, dlvelop •.nd
m.lntaln commlrcllll.ccounta. If you'relooklng for I hlgh-.drenaline III ..
chllllnge
Ind w.nt e ch.nco to control your unHmlted e.rnlng
powlr, thl. job II for youlldeal candldato will hlVI prevfoul outbound
cold calling experilnce Iiong with I provon record In dlvlloplng
.nd malntalnlng I lOUdclllnt baaI. Multiple poaltJonl .vellabie.
B... plY + Commluron. We offor competJtJvtt bonofla
.nd compen .. tlon. Flmal .. S. mlnoritJea
I,. encouraged to apply.

UNEARTHING
THE DEBATE
he storm of controversy over religious symbols on
public property came to an end Monday afternoon
when the city council decision to move the Ten Commandments was carried out. 13protesters were arrested as hundreds more shouted words of opposition as
city workers dug out the monument. Police escorted
the monument to it's new location' at St. Michael's
Episcopal Cathedral on State Street.

::~Greecepromisessafe Olympics, but delays may not
-,

Knight Ridder Newspapers

-,
.:: ATHENS, Greece - when ter-

., ~.
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::-rorists hit Spain on March 11,
<one of the biggest tremors was
~'felt in Athens, which this sum":mer will host the first summer
~YOlympicssince Sept. 11 terror
'-:attacks.
::- Now the Greeks are scram·.:blingto convince the world that
:;;theywill achieve two sometimes
«. competing goals in August: An
:'Olympics with first-class secu:_:rity, and an Olympics where se.;'curity does not overwhelm the
·:Olyffipicspirit,
': "It would be a great pity if
..:these become the security
':'games as opposed to the Olym:-.:picGames," said Paul AnastasI,
::-mayoralspokesman for the city
-:of Athens.
'
,
:: Despite promises by the Greek
-.Olympic Committee and the
::government that both athletes
~.and spectators can expect su,::perior protection this summer,
'-.a walk around Athens less than
::'five months before the Aug. 13
:_:opening ceremonies indicates a
,::laxerattitude. ,

:
'
~

For more Information, vlalt
. _buympc.ccmlJob.

,

BY LAUREN MARKOE

-;

Construction on more than around Athens,
At the Olympic Village north
half of the Olympic venues in
and around the city is delayed of Athens, security fences are
or seriously delayed. Though not yet in place.
It was only after the Madrid
they may ready in time, it is
hard to imagine that by cutting . bombings that the Athenians
it so close - several projects are called for help from NATO,
scheduled for completion in which will patrol a no-fly zone
May and June - the Greeks will above the Olympics and the
have time to adequately test seas around the city.
Olympic organizers and protheir $900 million security plan.
"Wehave received assurances moters still express confidence
from the authorities that work in the Greeks' ability to protect
will be intensified and that we the more than 1 million athwill be able to control these letes, diplomats and spectators
facilities on tiple," said Elefthe- who will visit Athens for the
rios Ikonomou, spokesman for . Olympics. the first to be held
the Ministry of Public Order, in the Greece since the Greeks
which is coordinating security revived the ancient games in
1896.
for the games.
"I personally feel that Athens
The ministry plans to take
control of Olympic venues on will be the most secure place
.in the world during the 2004
July 1.
But today Olympic construc- Olympics," said Alexandros
tion sites are exposed and inse- Lamnides, executive director of
cure, and Ikonoqlou acknowl- the American-Hellenic Chamedges that the technicians have ber of Commerce,
He noted that Greece is
yet to install many of the 1,013
cameras that will allow authori- spending more than three times
ties to keep an eye on all Olym- what was spent at the last sumpic venues. An additional 213 mer games, in Sydney, Austracameras will watch roads and lia, four years ago.
other potential targets in and

..
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Come Surf With Usl
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet services
start at *$11.99 per month. FREEl Email & Web Space

Boise,tO493·2400
,

or Toll Free

800-336-8892

www.so)utionpro.com

"Addltlonal Telephone charges will apply
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Techjohshave room to grow::
here and abroad, experts say

N. Cole.

Suite

student at the illinois Institute of Technology In Chicago. illinois. Is not worried about fln~lng a Job when she graduates.

"

"-,
2316

a mechanlc~1 engineering

8

Bo i s e • 10
83704
378.8600

Dennis Roberson, the former chief technology officer
at Motorola Inc., has another
explanation, and it has more
to do with what's happening
Gina Vermiglio, a mechaniin Washington than Bangalore,
cal engineering student at the
India's high-tech capital.
Illinois Institute of Technology
"Right now, it's politically,
in Chicago, isn't anxious about
fashionable to fan the flames,
finding a Job when she graduand we do have a high unem-.
ates in two years. Her circle of
ployment
rate," said Roberson,
friends, including a boyfriend
who became vice provost of,'
who graduates in December,
new initiatives at lIT after leavisn't worried either.
ing Motorola.
' .;
Vermiglio's brainy crowd may
But if Democratic politicians' ,,'
not be fretting about U.S. enwere paying closer attention>
gineering jobs moving to India
to demographics,
they might':",
I
and China, but everyone else
be less worried about offshore,,' .
seems to be.
Jobs and more concerned about ""
The angst about the loss of
a looming labor shortage at ,,
high-tech, white-collar jobs is
home.
',',
busting out all over, from the
"Baby
Boomers
are
leaving"
.'
covers of Time and Businessthe work force at an alarming ",
I I
Week magazines to the stump
rate in engineering disciplines," , ""
:
speeches of presidential candiRoberson warned. "Within three ",'
date John Kerry. The Sturm und
to five years, we will have a ter- ," ,
Drang is palpable on techie Web
rlble problem in the reverse di- '
sites such as YourJoblsGoingTo
rection. We won't have enough.
,
India.corn.
people to satisfy the demand for ,..,.'
Yet a growing number of extech jobs in the U.S."
." .'
perts are speaking up to argue
No wonder lIT students aren't' !,.'
that the "offshoring" crisis is seworried. During the last three. 'C' .;
riously overblown, particularly
years, the job placement rate for-:.. ,',
when it comes to information
lIT engineering graduates was>
technology Jobs.
96 percent.
.' _.,~
"Despite all this hysteria, we
Still, there's rising concern.e«
still grew IT jobs by 10 percent
that the offshoring talk is scar- ',..;
last year. Do you think you're
lng away students from technolany less reliant on technology
ogy and computer sciences.
' '-'
today than you were four years
DeVry University, the for-»: ..
ago?" asks John McCarthy, a
profit school focused on tech-:
researcher with Forrester Renology degrees, is fine-tunlng..' "
search, a technology research
its curriculum
after seeing'
and consulting firm in Camundergraduate
enrollment de- ,-'' .'
bridge, Mass.
cline a little more than 10 per- . " r
Sure, some high-tech
and
cent from 48,000 in fall 2001 to..
engineering jobs are going to ,U.S. economy's
130 million
43,100 last fall.
."
Asia. Some 2~O,OOOITJobs have
jobs. The domestic economy
"We're de-emphasizing pro->
moved offshore since 1999, Forcan create 220,000 jobs in a
gramming,
something
more v..'
rester estimates. Many of them
single month without breaking
likely to be outsourced," said" ,- , '
are relatively low-level positions
a sweat, economists point out,
[onelle
Niffenegger,
DeVry '. "
such as code writers or program
although it hasn't happened
spokeswoman.
" "
debuggers, say those who track
lately - much to President
"We're emphasizing systems' .
job shifts.
Bush's chagrin.
analysis, which is looking at the, ' .'
But the hand-wringers
are
Of course, that doesn't lessen
business problem you're trying :,;
overlooking an even bigger phethe pain of a displaced whiteto solve through a particular ap-. ..'
nomenon: An ongoing shortcollar worker who went into
age of high-tech workers in technology thinking it was se- plication. You have to be on-site- "
to analyze the problem and talk " ~;
this country that has been only
cure. But McCarthy believes
with people':' she said.·
,:,..partially allayed by importing
another force is at work.
The new program was enough; ",,'
foreign tech workers.
The current anger about offtokeep Verrniglio from transfer-::.«
The shortfall will only get bigshoring may reflect a more genring to an art school when she ......
ger, economic experts say, as eral disappointment
that tech
became bored with classes like' ,,;
robots take over more factories.
salaries have leveled off and
Calculus 3.
" ';,
and new doctors perform 'ministock options are no longer beBy signing on, she '....ill be able'-:
mally invasive surgery using
handed out freely.
I
computers and miniature cam"IT is taking on a lot of the at- to take classes in design at lIT's.';,
Institute of Design, a downtown" .' ' ,
eras. Even our houses are going
tributes of a mature industry,"
program that before was only",' "
high-tech with fancy sound sy~- McCarthy said. "Wages aren't
open to graduate students.
" J J'
tems and nanny cams to morn- ',increasing at the rate they were.
"It Just seemed perfect for •.-:,
tor the hired help.
','
,'The IT worker has gone from 60
what I wanted to do," she said.
,,"
"We have been
avoiding ',to :t;ero."

BY SUSAN CHANDLER
Chicago Tribune
(KRTl

the need for more technically
trained people for the last 10
years,"said
McCarthy. "We're
paying the piper."
McCarthy acknowledges
he
played a role in generating fears
about job flight.
In late 2002; he authored a
widely quoted Forrester study
predicting that 3.3 million more
U.S. service industry Jobs and
$136 billion in wages will move
offshore to countries such as India, Russia, China and the Philippines over the next 15 years.
Sounds like a lot in aggregate,
but that breaks down to 220,000
jobs a year, McCarthy notes,
a drop in the bucket given the

"Despite all this
hysteria, we still
grew ITjobs bflO
percent last year.
Do you think you're
any less reliant on
technology today
than you were four
years ago 1"
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-Call for more detaU. on current rates. For bOrT'O'Nel'1o who borrowed an bans l!Ifter 111198 and ere sUIl
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HOW
BOISE STATE
MEASURES UP

filE PHOTO BY STANLEYBllfWSTEIVTHE ARllIT£R

Coach MlI)'lIard has his team primed and ready to make a run at the WAC
olutdoor championships, after already claiming the WAC Indoor title this season.

sports is superior.
Although Title IX has increasingly helped girls and women
participate
in intercollegiate
Many of us, especially those
athletics in far greater numbers
not involved in athletics here
than they had in the past, many
at Boise State, don't know the
student athletes at Boise State
story behind Title IX. So what
is Title IX and what is its role at feel Title IX has some negative
aspects to certain sports.
Boise State?
"It's good because obviously
During the late 1960's and
early 1970's, the women's civil girls wouldn't have the opportunities that they have now, but
rights movement gained moat the same time Title IX takes
mentum,
causing Americans
away from a lot of the men's
to focus their attention on insports teams," said Mindy Benequities that inhibited women
nett, a current volleyball player
to progress in education and
at Boise State.
athletics. Sex bias was a large
A good example of this is the
issue that moved into the public realm when Edith Green, a Bronco wrestling team.
"Our wrestling team is one of
representative from Oregon, introduced a higher education bill the best teams at Boise State,
with provisions concerning sex and they are limited on a lot of
things because of Title IX.." Benequity. This was the first step tonett added.
ward the enactment ofTitle IX.
Another argument
is that
Title IX. of the Educational
some students feel 'men's and
Amendments
of 1972 is the
women's sports can't be comlandmark legislation that bans
pared.
, sex discrimination in schools,
"You're limiting what you can
both in academics and athletics.
do based on a different criteria,"
The title states that:
said a former Boise State foot"No person in the United
States shall, on the basis of sex, ball player, who wished to be
left anonymous.
be excluded from participation
"The only sport at Boise State
in, be denied the benefits of, or
with both genders is basketball,"
be subject to discrimination unhe added. "How many people
der any educational programs
or activity receiving federal fi- would pay to watch a women's
game over a men's game? That's
nancial assistance."
just the wayit is."
Before Title IX.. a lot of schools
Usa Parker, who is involved
in the United States didn't
in student services at Boise
see a problem with refusing
State sald that many students,
to admit women or discourage them from participating in especially athletes, feel this way
sports. Since Title IX began in because they don't understand
exactly what Title IX is.
1972, women have advanced
"It's like trying to compare apin a variety of areas. In 1994
pIes with oranges," Parker said.
alone, women received 38 per"I encourage students to do
cent of medical degrees (compared with 9 percent in 1972), some research in order to understand it better, " she added.
females also earned 43 percent
Parker, along with many other
of law degrees (compared with
faculty members at Boise State,
7 percent in 1972), more importantly, women accounted for 44 feels that Boise State does a
great job at compiling with Title
percent of all doctoral degrees,
IX.
up from 25 percent in 1977.
"I have no doubt that we are
In athletics, Title IX governs
maintaining progress in Title
the overall equity of opporIX.." said Parker. "Just last year
tunity while offering schools
we added skiing, and not too
the flexibility to choose sports
long ago we added soccer."
based on geographic influence,
One of the things Boise State
student body interest and gendoes in order to follow Title IX
der ratio. Rather than focusing
consists of an intercollegiate
on the amount of money spent
committee, who does reports
per men and women players,
on gender equity on campus.
Title IX. allows for women to
."We have a committee, made
have the same opportunities as
up of various people on earnmen as a whole.
'
pus, that looks at every comCurrently at Boise State, parponent of gender equity - uniticipation
opportunities
conforms, locker rooms etc," Parker
tinue to increase, especially in
said. "Our administration does
women's sports. The latest coma really good job."
pliance with Title IX showed
Parker did admit, however
that the number of participants
that like many other issues on
increased by more than 10 percampus, there are still areas
cent over previous years. The
of improvement,
and faculty
greatest gains were in women's
volleyball (went from 12 to 13), members continue to work at
making them better.
cross country (from 6 to 11) and
"We are always looking for imtrack (from 24 to 31). The only
provements," she said.
sport showing a decrease was
golf. Compared to men's participation, the trend in women's
BYMANDYDANCER
Sports Reporter

Trackand
field heads
outdoors
and should be in the top five in
the country," Maynard said.
Along with the Ardill, triple
jumper Kenny Johnson may
After a very successful seabe taking a rest after competson inside Jackson's Track
ing late in the NCAA champiin Nampa, the Bronco track
onships.
and field team begins their
Even though those two may
outdoor season Saturday at
not be running full strength,
Bronco Stadium.
there are a few that will be out
Led by All-American senior
to show their stuff.
weight thrower Abbey ElsberAll-American Elsberry has
ry and sophomore distance
been throwing over her own
runner Forest Braden, the
team is gearing up for a run at school record in the weight
throw in practice, and is lookthe Western Athletic Confering to do more: of the same in
ence title.
competition.
jackieann MoAfter a much deserved break
rain is coming off a hamstring
following the WAC indoor
injury that hampered her durchampionships
in Nampa,
ing indoor competition. Wemthe .Broncos host, the Bronco
ple is the key addition, and
Invitational on Saturday. The
freshman Miruna Mataoanu
Broncos will be joined in the
will be hoping to continue her
meet with the men and womimpressive season in the high
en's teams from Washington
jump.
State and NNU, plus the womOn the men's side, the
en's teams from Idaho' and
excitement
is surrounded
University of Wisconsin.
around the javelin team. Plus,
"It's nice to get Wisconsin
sprinters Antoine Echols and
to come out. They were lookAndre Summers will be aning for something different.
choring the relay team while
And compared to them, we
Ardlll rests. And just like the
have wonderful weather right
indoor season, All-American
now," said Boise State head
Forest Braden will be running
coach Mike Maynard.
like the wind.
Along with the change
"Forest is hard guy to 'hold
from indoor competition to
back," Maynard said.
outdoor, there is more than
Track and field goes from
just the weather to factor in
December, and lasts until the
spectators
can witness
NCAA championships
in the
some field events not played
middle of June. In order for a
indoors. The discus and the
team to stay competitive and
javelin are two events played
healthy, the concept must stay
only outdoors. ,
as if the season is split in half.
"We have one of the top
The team has not competed
, javelin teams ill the country,"
since the men won the WAC
Maynard said.
indoor title in late February, so
Keron Francis and Gabriel
there will more focus on trainWallin are the top two on the
ing mode, then pure competimen's side, and Nelly Falgout
tion this weekend.
and Lindsay Johnson for the
"We have gone back to bawomen's team. Along with the
sics and started hammering
addition of the events, Bronco
out training. You cycle up. Alfans will be excited to see disthough our people are competance runner Robin Wemple
tition tested. The only way to
back in. action. Wemple redmaintain the edge is to go back
shirted during the indoor seato work," Maynard said.
son, but she is back and ready
There is a difference in
to not only go for the WAC,
training also when it comes to
but the NCAA title also. The
an outdoor track. The track is
2003 NCAA Outdoor National
Championship
qualifier will obviously larger, and weather
can become a factor. Inside
be anchoring a women's team
the weather is always perthat has the capability of being
in the top three in the WAC fect, but track and field is an
all weather sport. But if this
this season.
weather holds up here in BoiTwo-time WAC champion
Ray Ardill will be staying in se, the coaches won't have to
worry about that, and just let
training mode this weekend,
the athletes play.
after going all the way to the
"Great sunshine, blue sky,
NCAA indoor championships
this season. Ardill will not be birds singing and white puffy
competing in the 4xl00 re- clouds," said a smiling Maynard.
lay, but may be seen running
Hopefully that smile will last
in the 800-meter for strength
through the spring and late
conditioning.
Keron Francis
into the season. Saturday will
may replace Ardill in the relay,
which Maynard sees as one of provide a first look at the Broncos- Ii team that showed what
the top elements for the team.
"Our men's relay team will they can do indoors, and looks
be at full strength by late April, to prove the same outside.

345-1204 ext. 103
aports@lIIiIbrlllllille.com

BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter

(,(,H ow many
people would
pay to watch
')

a women s
game over a
men's game?

That's just the
way it is."

s
u

A note to the news media: Be cautious of your craft
ollege athletes have it
made.
Isn't that the general consensus?
Isn't that what public
opinion holds to be true?
, Perhaps this is the reacoMMENTARY BY son the public, as well as
the media alike, .feel they
ANDREA
have the right- or the obTRUJILLO
ligation, to put student athSports Editor
letes under a microscope of

C

scrutiny.
Perhaps this is the reason the media jumps at the
chance to criticize any student athlete, who happens
to stray from the straight
and narrow.
We hold athletes to a
higher standard,
propelling them to the ranks of
-public figurestargeting
them with a vast array of

With only a few weeks
criticism, and all too often,
left in the semester, and my
little praise.
time at Boise State coming
If a student athlete plays
by therules, he gets little to an end, I'd like to take
this opportunity to speak
recognition, if any at all.
Yet, if he screws up, we . the unspoken; to in fact
criticize the media, which
are quick as hell to point
is all too comfortable critithat out.
cizing others - yet rarely
Perhaps this is just a reflection of our culture. But has the lens turned upon
itself.
does that make this pracThis is not merely a detice any more acceptable?

Cheese.11Il1

Sunday: $2 Long-Island
Ice Tees all day

elicioUB meabs, lebbuce,
kles, bomabo and chips.

.ver 30 satiisfying
dwiches and salads
',Iunch, dinner, picnics
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and partiies.
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Trujillo

Moore, 25, said he cannot remember the punch or the 15- to
20-minute time frame that preceded it. Moore's first memory
is regaining
consciousness
15 to 20 minutes after getting
punched..
.
"I can't explain how scary it
is to kind of wake up to a nightmare," he said. "I'm playing a
game and the next thing Iknow
I'm lying in a room with medical personnel standing over me,
and 1have a neck brace on, and
I'm having my equipment cut
off me, and I'm strapped down
and I really had no idea what's
going on." Moore, released
from a Denver hospital last
Monday, said he had not yet
considered forgiving Bertuzzi.
"I have not talked to Todd
Bertuzzi. 1 have a lot of family,
a lot of relatives, a lot of close
friends that I have not been able
to get back to in the last three
weeks and that's my main concern," he said,
"(Forgiveness) is not something I've really thought about.
I'm more just about feeling better tomorrow than I do today.
It's kind of enough on my plate
just to deal with that." Moore
declined to say whether he
would file a civil lawsuit against
Bertuzzl, who could be charged
with assault pending the out-

BYMIKB BRESNAHAN
Los Angeles 'fl.mes
LAT-WPNews
Speaking for the first time
since he was punched blindside in the head by Vancouver
;.,) Canucks winger Todd Bertuzzi,
,1 Colorado
Avalanche
rookie
, Steve Moore said Monday
he was "just fortunate to be
alive."
Moore sustained a broken
neck and a concussion after
being punched by Bertuzzi on
March 8, the most recent incident to impugn hockey's reputation for violence.
Wearing a cervical collar over
the top of his wWte dress shirt,
Moore
spoke
optimistically
about returning to hockey. He
also said he felt lucky to be alive
as he recounted his horror as
doctors cut into hls gear so they
could further stabilize his neck
and spine.
"I feel very fortunate to be
able to be here today, to walk
in here today;" Moore said in
a conference room at Pepsi
Center three hours before the
Avalanche played the Los Angeles Kings. "As I sit here today, I
don't know whether I'll be able
to play again, but I remain optimistic. I'm more just fortunate
to be alive."

".

come of a Vancouver police
investigation.
Bertuzzi was suspended by
the NHL for the rest of the season, including the playoffs, and
he must apply for reinstatement next season. Moore de-

"I think that type of
(retribution) stuff
doesn't have any
place in the game,"
Moore said.
clined to comment on whether
he thought the suspension was
of proper length.
,
Moore did speak in general
on the concept of retribution.
Bertuzzi's punch was retaliation for Moore's clean hit three
weeks earlier on Vancouver
winger Markus Naslund that
gave Naslund a concussion.
In the March 8 game, Bertuzzi
followed Moore around the
rink, skated up behind him and
sucker-punched
him midway
through the third period of a
9-2 Colorado victory. Moore hit
the lee face-rust, and Bertuzzi

Master of Intematlonal
Manag•• ent
School of Global Commerce and Management
•
•
•
•

Strengthen your skills for a
management position in:
international business
operations, strategic
planning and marketing,
import /export and more-

IS-Month program
Seminar style classes
Study and internships abroad
Multinational student body

• Evening classes
• Rolling application

1

noticed, we are not going to
Stanford here! .M. much as
studelitsbitch about the rising
cost of tuition, what we have
from pageS
to .cough up each semester
is nothlngcomparedto
what
fense of student athleteS. It is students at some Universimuch more. A mission stateties are. paying. The annual
fell on top of him. .
ment? Well, l' wouldn't take . screwing of students. by the
MI think that type of (retriit that far. either, but 'it falls bookstore, well that's a whole
bution) stuff doesn't have any
somewhere
in the middle
other story.
. '
place in the game," Moore said.
Barely $500 a month, TWs
ground.
"We have a tremendous game,
Let me point out the obvious:
and I think this incident has
is •what student athletes on
I am a member of the media. I, scholarsWp receive to live off
made the image of this game
myself, not so long ago, Joked . of. I don't know about you, but
suffer, and that's unfortunate."
in an interview (at the expense
I couldn't get by on thatv- no
The incident received immediof one of the university's proate attention from CNN and
chance.
.
grams), and found that the
For those of you still in limthe Today Show, among other
response to the article was less
bo, you argue, ~they can get a
media, .and was the subject of
than appreciated. What was
job like everybody else.
a special half-hour show hosted
meant in jest was interpreted
No, they can't. The NCAA seby Brian Williams on MSNBC.
as personal- this is the climate
verely limits the income a colBertuzzi apologized tearfully
we have reached. AtWetes
legiate athlete can earn. And
at a news conference within
have been driven to thls point,
days of punching Moore, but
even if this were not the case,
where they are constantly.
Moore set the tone for a less
try fitting in a job with a fullforced to defend themselves.
time academic load, practices,
emotional
news conference
Even the slightest comment
and road trips. It isn't going to
Monday by starting with a slight
carries deep raniiflcations.
happen.
joke.
What is the point of all this?
"TWs is -certalnly not how
So where does this leave us?
While student athletes are very You still think athletes are role
I envisioned earning my first
visible on campus as well as in models for our youth? Even if
press conference,"
he said,
our community, it is unfair to
this is your stance, does that
smiling.
.
hold them to the standard that
Other than a dime-sized red
truly give the media, or the
. we hold public figures, generarea on his right cheek, Moore's
public, the right to openly
ally speaking.
criticize every aspect of their
face had healed from the mulThese atWetically gifted intiple cuts he received from falllives?
dividuals are ambassadors of
ing to the ice. Moore did not
Get that out of here. Or at
our institution, and while on
know when he would begin rethe very least, reserve it for the
the road ~- representing Boise
habilitating his neck, although
professional athletes who truly
State, should behave as such.
Colorado
doctors
estimated
benefit from their elevated
Our fair city has no profeslast week that Moore's recovery
status.
sional team to call its own, so
would take six to 12 weeks.
I encourage the media, esBronco athletes become the
Moore received a minutepecially in our fair city, where
most visible athletic figures
long standing ovation when
we do not have professional
in our community. They are
he was introduced during the
athletes to call upon - refrain
looked to as celebrities in this
first period of Monday's game.
from treating Boise State stuarea.
.
Moore stood from his seat in a
dent athletes as targets.
But keep in mind that while
suite and waved to the crowd.
Resist the temptation to depro athletes directly benefit
"The support back here in
fend your actions with the nofrom their status as such, colDenver since I've been back is
tion of: 'We just give the public
legiate athletes are living from
unbelievable," he said at the
what they want.' Save it for
scholarship checks - which
news conference. "My apartanother day.
barely pay the bills.
ment is filled with banners and
You are guilty of giving the
For all of you who are rejectwith cards and pictures. The
public what you think they
ing this argument, and I am . should get, and worry about
support has been so widespread
quite sure there are a few, what
(from) all over Canada. I've
the ramifications of your work
is your premise?
heard from all over the United
later.
'Their tuition is paid and
States, even allover the world,
Student athletes are not perthey
get
a
monthly
scholarship
parts of Australia, Germany.
fect, and should not be held
check?'
I've even received a bouquet of
up as such. They are young
Save that mess. If you hadn't
flowers from Kuwait."
people, just trying to make
their way, just as every other
college student. It is unfair to
not expect them to falter, and
even more unfair to show no
compassion when they do.
If a student athlete gets a
DUl, it's held onto as 'newsworthy' for weeks. A regular
college student does the same,
and nobody is the wiser -- unless you see them hoofin' it to
class shortly thereafter.
Why Is it that the media feels
Monday, April 5
ARGENTINA
the need to vilify the student
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
athlete, with no regard for
AUSTRAliA
their present or their futures?
Information Table
For those of you that have
In
the
SUB
been here for a few years, yoll'
CHILE
might remember a legal matter involving a well-known
COSTARICA
Bronco student athlete a few
Meet representative
years back. What should have
CUBA
Kathleen Bamebey
been news for about a day,
turned into the most flagrant
ENGLAND
frenzy of media coverage I
have ever seen. One particular
Outstanding services and
MEXICO
reporter for an Idaho newspaper made it his personal camuniversity programs
paign to prosecute this young
NEW ZEAlAND
Housing, excursions, transcripts,
man, for a total of almost three
and much more included.
years, until the case was finally
NORTHERN IRELAND
decided in the courtroom.
Internships and scholarships
Three years, are you kidding
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
available.
me? I understand the initial
report. I even understand
SCOTlAND
the verdict showing up once
judge ruled. But dragging a
man's name through the mud
for three years, In an excess of
15 features, is overkill by any
measure.
We, as members of the news
media have the obligation to
report the facts. But we aiso
have the option of acting with
discretion,
reminding
ourselves and others that nobody
is perfect.
Where is it written that an
ounce of consideration in such
~;;:T::--:.~~,~ ...
-;",-"":··-,-'";.~T~~\." '''~='~7~
-~~-".,..~.~~~.-:;-:::--~~--:--:-':
.o~;;~~
situations is forbidden, and,
more.importantly
- why is it
frowned upon?
For that particular reporter
who acted in such poor taste,
you know who you are - and
shame on you,
I will spare you the same
public humiliation, wWch you
so readily bestowed upon that
Valid SpringS,mu/" 2004
T 0
d
youngman.
ry ur Home-rna e:
But to you, and other members of the media - take this as
a lesson leamed ..
Be cautious of your words,
they carry consequences, and
BAG E L & B A K E R Y
SJX'Alialty
can cut like a double-edged
~~
sword.
l~llgowmI 800 o~mtOO
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(dismunt valid 2-6pm Mon-Frt . All day Sat & Sun)

.Monday, April 12th 6:00 p. m.
GraceJordan Ballroom

J"Y}.~..... . .. .
~~

RIVER

Come join us for a wonderful
evening of awards, and a
great dinner!

ern:

bagels soup

dtm'Jrts ~nxlwi(Jhe£

ooffoo

"RIfple &an t'BJlre® "

908

w: Main

St. Downtown Boise Ph: 338-1299

Ho",,: Mon-Pri 6:30am-6pm / Sat 7:30am-3:30pm /Sun 8:30>m-2:3Opm

Remember to pick up tickets for the ASBSU Hall of
Fame & Stu-clentOrganization Recognition Dinner by
March 19th, 2Q04 for a lower price of $8.00. Tickets
after this date can be purchased for $10.00 until April
7th, 2004. You can pick them up at Student Activities
1st floor Student Union.

who ~te spiritually weary and seek res\:;
who mot!m and long for comfort;
~1Iwho Miggle and c\esIte victory,·
to all who sfn and nee:t a SavIo"
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Female Parker beats
boys in dunk contest
BY MARC NARDUCCI
Knight Ridder Newspapers
MIDWEST CITY, Okla. Candace Parker had the crowd
on its feet Monday night at
the McDonald's All-American
Jarnfest. And that was before
she attempted her first dunk.
Considered by many to be
the best high school girls' bas.ketball player in the nation,
the 6-foot-3 Parker brought
some spice to Monday night's
event at Carl Albert High
School. The Iamfest was part
of the buildup to Wednesday
night's McDonald's All-American high school contest.
So move over Michael lor-
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Connectlcut coach Jim Caiho~n salutes the crowd after cuttlng down, the net after an 87·71 victory over Alabama on Saturday.

UConn men and
.
'.
women on a rmssion

"

BY MIKE JENSEN
Knight Ridder Newspapers
STORRS, Conn. - They're back
on top, where they began.
The Connecticut
Huskies,
. men and women, started the
season on magazine covers,
twin peaks prepared to reign
over college basketball together. They go into this weekend's
respective Final Fours as the favorites, in the same year for the
..,", first time, trying to become the
"
first school to, win men's and
women's basketball championships in the same season.
"
On Tuesday afternoon
at
".: Gampel Pavilion, there was
.,:
UConn center Emeka Okafor,
'" back from his latest injury to his
shoulder, pronouncing himself
ready to go, shooting jump,." ers alongside Ashley Valley, a
", . reserve guard on the women's
,,'
team. At the other end, cameras
and tape recorders surrounded
" Huskies guard Ben Gordon.
Women's assistant Chris Dailey
talked to a couple of reporters
.", nearby. Diana Taurasi, who
'"., shared preseason covers with
'. Okafor, walked through.
•"
"We tell them to keep their
",~ end of the deal," Okafor said.
, " "They tell us to keep our end of
.•... the deal."
-s-:
The surprise isn't that both
'" teams are standing, but the
';:" travails they went through this
.,. season, The men, who face
..». Duke on Saturday in the most•... anticipated game of the tourna... ment, began on top of the rank',;. lngs, but fell quickly and never
,.', returned to the top, ending up
" '. second In the Big East regular
"

after getting outplayed most of
season and a No.2 seed in the
the way. One defining moment
tournament.
came in a huddle, when UCoThe women, defending nann point guard Taliek Brown
tional champions, with all their
all over teammate
starters back, actually lost a jumped
Hilton Annstrong. None of the .
couple of home games, includ.players had been doing that .
ing the Big East tournament
. .
semifinal, and also received a kind of thing all season.
"Taliek got o'n somebody,andc
No.2. seeding. They will face
everybody responded," Blaney
Minnesota, a 79-76 winner over
said.
Duke on Tuesday night.'
.
And then after Okafor made
Both UConn coaches had
a saving block at the end of the
their, moments, where everyregulation, and another one at
body agrees - in retrospect
the end of overtime, the Hus_ that their motivational techkies jumped all over themselves
niques were effective.
"I had an Idea, but it was dif- in the Wachovia Center locker
room. They hadn't been doing
ficult to go through," said top
that all season. Since Calhoun's
men's assistant George Blaney,
himself a fonner Seton Hall Miami tirade, the Huskies have
won 12 of 13 games.
head
coach,
remembering
Going in, a big issue was
the time Jim Calhoun was just
about over the edge during a whether Calhoun could find
enough playing time for all his
Feb. 18 game against MiamI.
"He went bonkers. I think 1 talented stars. Between Okafor's late-season herniated disk,
understood what he was dowhich caused UConn to play
ing," Blaney said. "He just
(and win) a couple of Big East
went ballistic on the sidelines,
tournament
games
without
to show the' players. what emotion was. That's why he did it. him, and other academic- and
injury-related
absences,
the
Everybody criticized him after
Huskies needed all their depth.
the game. He went over the top.
"I don't have much patience,
But this was a very emotionless
but 1do have an understanding
team. Then he got them in the
locker room and told them why that things over a period of time
do work their way out," Calhe did that."
houn said. "The kids who stay
Blaney figures every team has
most resilient and strongest and
four or five defining moments
get better every day, those are
_ "and a defining moment can
the kids that not only survive,
go either way" _ and he actubut they thrive."
ally thought the Huskies had
The women had their own
a couple of defining moments
in Philadelphia, playing Villa- questions. Here's a headline
from an NCAA tournament prenova 10 days after the Miami
view article in the Connecticut
explosion. It wasn't just that the
Post: "Huskies ready for final
Huskies had come back to beat
shot to salvage season." During
Villanova, 75-74, in overtime

the season, Huskies coach Geno
Auriemma even blasted Taurasi, suggesting she was acting
too much like a star in her last
season. But that's all the past.
UConn won the title last season
when it wasn't considered the
most talented team. It proved
this season that it wasn't unbeatable _ Villanova has beaten
it in two straight seasons _ but
it seems to have the right blend
of talent and chemistry. In this
tournament, UConn has won
scoring once in the 90s, once
in the 70s, and twice in the
60s. Opponents haven't scored
more than 55 points.
On Tuesday at Gampel, it all
seemed like business as usual.
"Everything is not complete,"
sophomore Rashad Anderson
said .:

.

dan. Parker, who has committed to Tennessee, added the
slam-dunk championship
to
a rapidly growing trophy collection. The talented senior
from Naperville, Ill., a Chicago
suburb, beat six male competitors across two rounds for the
crown.
"I hope that dunking will
be part of my game at Tennessee," she sald. "I was very
surprised to win this. 1was just
hoping to make my dunks."
Parker was the second female to participate
in the
slam- dunk
event.
Brittany
Hunter, now at Duke, was the
first last year.

If I'm 20-something,
am IGen X or Gen Y?
Get answers.

Anytime.

Anywhere.

answeli
Real-time answers from real librarians
Accurate, up-to-date information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
And, it's all free!

746 W. Main St

.>

388·1900

.

WE DELIVER!

Don't surrender
to HUNGER!!I
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITAI!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-30.m. Mon-Thurs. ll-4<l.m. FrllSat &
Noon-30.m. Sundoy
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering

BALLET IDAHO PRESENTS

.\. Giuliani Helps Throw Out First Pitch
"'.

BY KEN DAVIDOFF
2004, Newsday

'.

'

TOKYO -- A few enterprising
New York Yankees fans successfully executed the "Roll
'.'
Call" from the left-field bleachers, and of course, the Yankees
'. '. themselves were wearing their
pinstripes. Rarely has a visiting
team been made to feel so much
'..

! r

at home.
But the clincher came in the
arrival of the Yankees' most
public fan.
Former New York City Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani joined Japan's
prime minister, Junichiro Koizumi, in throwing out the ceremonial first pitches before
Tuesday night's season opener
at the Tokyo Dome. Giuliani

watched the game with Yankees
officials as their club took an
8-3 beating at the hands of the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays.
"I can't think of anything that
solidifies the very strong and enduring friendship between the
United States and Japan than
our mutual interest In this great
sport of baseball," Giuliani said
in a pregame news conference.

THE SWING I(INGS
See Brett Mills in her final performance!
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Saturday, April 3, 2004, 8 pm
Th.eMorrison Center for the
Performing Arts.
Tickets available at the
Morrison Center Box Office, 426-1110

15% studentdiscount (with valid Student J.D.)
This performance presented by

KeyBank
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with support from
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Reporter Trevor Allers plunges
throu&h the sky with Snake River
jump instructor laITY Schumard.
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TREVERALTERS
A&EWriter
hen
warm
weather
ushers out all the
crazy
winter
sports
and
cold
water
keeps them from the lake, what
is the Idaho adrenaline junkie
supposed to do? I asked myself
that very question when I realized that my snowboard was
going in the garage for another
off-season. 1set out in search of
the ultimate rush, and 1 found
it just a little way down state
Street. Past Eagle and Star, a
few miles up Can Ada Road I
located Snake River Skydiving.
There I met Larry Schumard,
Snake River's jump instructor.
He assured' me that I would
have an experience that I would
remember the rest of my life.

Snake River Skydiving does
tandem and static line jumps.
Static line is a training method
that will have the student certified In 25 jumps. Tandem is
mostly a recreational activity
where you jump with the tandem instructor. Gravity assures
that you will have more excitement than a bull on a dairy
farm, and the jump instructor is
right there to make sure you're
safe.
After about 30 minutes of
briefing, Larry and I suited up.
Jump suit. Check.
Harness. Check.
Helmet and goggles. Check.
And of course, parachute.
CHECK.
The parachute,
or canopy,
is 400 square feet for tandem
jumps, nearly three times the
size of a solo jumper's set up.
There is also a reserve chute.
That all adds up to 70 pounds

get involved

is back

Project
Aspiring disc jockeys, breakdancers and emcees are invited
to compete in Project OM 2004,
a regional competition sponsored by the Cultural Diversions
club at Boise State University.
, The competition will be from
,6-11 p.m., Friday, April 30,
in the Student Union Jordan
Ballroom. There will be a $10
admission and competitor fee.
To register or for more information, visit www.projectom.org.
: Project OM 2004 will focus on
the culture, of hip-hop. The
event is designed to fight stereotypes, build up the Boise community, strengthen bonds with
other metropolitan
areas and
praise the qualities of competitors who serve as role models
to youth. The competition will
feature performers from across
the nation, the Northwest and
the Treasure Valley.
"Instead of promoting the
, . superstars of MTV who encourage drug abuse and violence,
let us look to the people of our
community
as well as other
metropolitan areas for the role

on Larry's back"
We climbed into the
plane with Kelly Strate,
our pilot and the camera guy, Tom Berner:
Tommy's helmet had
a camera mounted on
top. These guys know
how to have a good
time. Once we were
off the ground they
were laughing and joking about past jumps,
politics, weather and
everything else.
At
first, I just looked
straight
ahead
and .....=-=-=-;.;.;
wandered
what the
right you may even be able to
a little step outside the plane.
Idaho Department of
Transportation
would use to My heart was in my throat as I land on your feet. I then spent
the rest of the day laughing and
grabbed the strut just below the
scrape my remains off the road
bragging about the jump.
later that day. But these guys wing. The last thing I heard was
, Tandem skydiving started in
"Oh, I'm lovin' it! Let's jump!"
seemed so confident, and they
1984 as a training method that
And just like that we hurled our
had taken so many safety prehas become almost entirely
carcasses from the 65 mile per
cautions, that I realized that
modem
day entertainment.
this was going to be safe. Larry hour airplane into a 120 mph
freefall. We plummeted 5,500 Every year new regulations and
confirmed the safety; "I have
made 2,500 tandems jumps
feet in 35 seconds.
Tom fell equipment make the sport safer
and safer. Most of the accidents
with us waving and videotapover the years, and the worst
that we have all seen on realing the whole thing. With the
I have seen is two different
ity shows could have been eascanopy open, it feels like you
jumpers with broken ankles
ily prevented with modern day
just because they didn't fol- float the rest of the way to the
technology and technique.
low my instructions as we ground. The jump instructors
Larry took over Snake River
at Snake River even let the stulanded. Just keep your toes
skydiving in 1994. He started
dent steer the canopy. I found
up, and you'll be fine."
out as the pilot and mechanic
When the plane got to , that we could spin fast turns
and hired a tandem instructor.
about
9,000 feet, Larry and explore the skies. The instrapped my harness to his. structor took over control for As he got certified he began
filming jumps and working his
When we got to 10,000 feet
the landing and we came slidway up to tandem instructor
ing in on the lavm right behind
the door flew open. Tommy
their building. If the wind is himself. Tom, the camera guy,
waved and climbed out onto

models for our future leaders
to emulate," organizers for the
event said.
Special guests for the competition Include performers from:
Barcelona; Spain; Chicago; Los
Angeles and Boise State's own
Norm Weinstein. Marcus Hunter, Boise's poetry slam champion will be Master of ceremonies.
In addition, local authorities
such as Boise Police,
Boise Mayor Dave Bieter and
area media personalities have
been invited to be guest judges
for the competition.
Sponsors for this year's event
include: Boise State Cultural
and Ethnic Diversity Board;
Boise State Student Programs
Board; Associated Students of
Boise State University; the Boise
State Cultural Center; Boise
State Art Department;
Scott
Steele Art; Video Production
by S&M Productions; Flying M
Coffeehouse; Boise Weekly; Biz
Print (Downtown); Pykyl; Dotted i Design.com; North End
Films; The Record Exchange;
Boise Co-op and The Neurolux.

BLACK EYED PEAS AND
tLE.R.D
What: The Black Eyed Peas.
Ever since they were a fledgling group in the environs of
Los Angeles, the Black Eyed
Peas have flaunted a passionate, energetic hip-hop spirit
people have always !?een
drawn to. They've earned fans
worldwide with their inven-
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tive approach to hip-hop music, inspiring people with loose
rhymes, and a positive spirit
and funky vibe. In addition, the
Neptunes introduce N.E.R.D.,
which stands for No one Ever
Really Dies, mixing everything
from hard hip-hop beats to
black psychedelic pop to classic rock to new wave.
Where: The Big Easy
When: Friday, April 2nd, 8
p.m.
Tickets are $25.50 at Ticketweb.

WU-TANG CLAN
What: Hip-Hop heroes, the
Wu-Tang Clan, here to lay it
down for one night only. The
Gza, Ghostface Killah and crew
will have you begging for more.
Buy tickets ASAP and get there

early. This will be a perfect
night of madness.
Where: Pi-Live
When: Monday, April 5th,
10p.m.

FILIPINO-AMERICAN
SPRING CRAFT BAZAAR
What: The Boise State University Filipino Organization
celebrates the new season with
its second armual spring craft
bazaar. It will feature booths
with
jewelry,
handcrafted
wood items, child identification bracelets, copper wire art,
knitted clothing and more.
Where: Bishop Barnwell and
Farnsworth Rooms
When: Saturday, April lOth,
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

took his very first jump ~;:;:\,
at Snake River Skydiving, ;:';i..'.\l,
now he has over 1.000~.~':"~;:
jumps under his belt.
This highly adventur- """,;
ous sport is not cheap, ';~;i,}
but it is very addicting.
Regular' tandem jumps~t.'n'
are $149 on weekends ,":.;,~/
$139 on weekdays, and;:;"";:~j:
$115 for college students. ~' ...',
Many people have set a' ..",,1
personal goal to skydive
.
at least once. It is one _ ....
of those great feats that
we love to overcome to
remind
ourselves
that ..;';
we are in charge. Snake ..f;.
River Skydiving has seen
people come jump for 'many
different occasions: btrthdays.j.,
armiversaries,
marriage
pro-: '~y
posals (Snake River staff wishes :'~\;
these folks good luck), and even. ,; II;,
to celebrate divorces. They are '";,:',,
proud that they have safelytak- ,,:~.,,;:
en people with varying physical '.t.III:\
difficulties including a 90-year- ~~~;,
old gal, a paraplegic and even a !;~
brave young man with cerebral'.~:;'1~7
palsy. "On those days you go".'
home feeling great about what,'~'.',:
you got to do that day!"
said.
.~
You can contact Snake River
Skydiving at 208-377-8111 or
on the web at www.tandem- "
skydive.com for the best adren- >,.
aline fix of your life. Feelit! '
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STOMP
What:

The

international

'.!11:l

percussion
sensation makes -rr
its triumphant return to Boise ~
for three performances only. ill);;
STOMP uses everything but
conventional
percussion
in- ~"-;"
struments, e.g. trashcans, tea ~~. 'F
chests, plastic bags, plungers, :,;:
boots, and hubcaps - to fill foil ",.
the stage with compelling and ~ 'f
infectious rhythms. STOMP is ~. 'i'
presented by the Broadway in
Boise.
.. f',
Where: Morrison Center
~
When: Saturday, June 5th at!'! ~:
4 and 8 p.m. and Sunday, June:;:
f~.:'

I;:

:r ~~.:,:
k:

6that2p.m.

~ k

Tickets are $25.00 - $42.50 ~:
at idahotickets.com, all Select- ~
a-Seat outlets, the Morrison"
Center box office or call 4261110/1494.

!j:

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

(;ene··Harris Jazz Fest
in motion this week
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FIFTH

and IDAHO
downtown

boilr

The 7th annual Boise. State University Gene

no:.-'rls Jazz Pestival gets under wflYthis weekend. The festival offers diverse music and
educational opportunities for all ages with
artists ranging- from. R&BIfunk/jazz crossover group.· Th.e Patrick Lamb Band; vocal
giants. Etnie .Andrews and Rebecca Parris;
lege~dary: piluust Dave Brobeck, and a free
gospel concert..
.'
The festival gets started with the return of
Club Nighrin downtown Boise on April 1,
evening concerts on April 2 and 3, and - new
for this year .:;:a free gospel concert on April
4.
'
The festival has continued to grow each
year, with all proceeds going toward music
scholarships for students at BoiseState, This
was the dream of the festival's founder, Gene
Harris. More than 28 students have received
financial assistance from the festival. An
overview of the' event is as follows:
Thursday, April 1:
.
,
Club Night, 5-11 p.m., downtown Boise.
More than tWenty Jazz-acts will be 'featured In down-.
town Boise clubs. One ticket covers admission to all
venues; Tickets cost $29 for the general public and
$15 for students at Select-a-Seatoutfets or atthe
door of each venue.
! ,
Friday, April 2:
Singin' and Swlngin' Vocal Jazz Extravaganza.
Bank of America Center, 7 p.m,
Featuring: Ernie Andrews; the L1ew Matthews Trio;
the Riverside Jazz Orchestra; Rebecca Parris; Andy
Martin; Boise State Big Band and.Bolse State Vocal.
Jazz.
. .
Tickets are $22 for general admission; $44 reserved;
$75 per table, $12 for students (covers admission to
both Friday and Saturday night concerts).
Saturday, April 3:
Gene's Jazz Pilrty
Bank of America Center, 7 p.rn.
Features Dave Brubeck and his Quartet with the
Boise Philharmonic.
'.,
Tickets are $25 for general admission; $47 reserved;':
$85 per table; $12 for students (covers admission to
both Friday and Saturday night concerts).
Friday and Saturday, April 2-3.
Student competitions and clinics with jazz professionals.
Student Union Jordan Ballroom, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Students will compete for Individual prizes as well as
. top band honors.
Sunday, April 4:
Gospel Sunday at the Gene Harris Jazz Festival.
Boise State University StudenfUnlon Jordan Ballroom, 2 p.m.
.
Seating on a first-come first-served basis.
.

Trombone playor Sllmmle.Williams of thePlrtypo~en

. '.'

For more Information and' a complete schedule of
events visit www.geneharrls·9r~
For tickets visit wwwJdahoUckets.com

.' PHOTO CQURTESY Of GENE tiARRlS JtV:l fESTlVAL
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NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES
"Dawn of the Dead" is the best
proof in ages that cannibalizing
old material sometimes works
fiendisWy well. Directed by
newcomer Zack Snyder, with
a script by James Gunn, the
movie races along at a breakneck, at times exhausting pace.
The speeded-Up rhythms are
unsettling, not only because the
zombies are continually rushing toward the camera like bugs
toward a car windshield (and
to similar splatter effect), but
also because it forces the action into' overdrive. The movie
doesn't break new ground, but
Adored
it's a reminder of how good
__ Diary of a Male Porn Star
horror movies sweep you away
__ gay actor reconnects with
with equal parts pleasure and
his estranged brother at their
dread. With Sarah Polley, Ving
father's funeral. Marco Filiberti
Rhames, Jake Weber, Mekhi
writes, directs and stars. With
Phifer and Ty Burrell. (1:40.. R,
Urbano BadJerini and Rosafor pervasive strong horror violinda Celentano. In Italian with
lence and gore, language and
English subtitles. (Unrated.)
sexuality.)
.
Dawn of the Dead
_. Good zombie fun, the remake of George A. Romero's

OpInions are by Los Angeles
Times reviewers. Ratings by
the Motio'l Picture Association
of America are: (G)for general
audiences; (PG) parental guidance urged because of material
possibly unsuitable for children;
(PG-13) parents are strongly
cautioned to give guidancefor
attendance a/children younger
than 13; (R) restricted, younger
than 17 admitted only with parent or adult guardian; (NC-17)
no one younger than tr.admitted.

Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind
__ A patchwork of moments
in time with a title. taken from
an Alexander Pope poem, the
film is about what goes wrong
with love and why -- it's a comic
mystery by way of a romantic
thriller. As played with openheart delicacy by Jim Carrey
and especially Kate Winslet, Joel
and Clementine are two ordinary people who embark on the
most extraordinary adventure a
human being can take -- they
fall in love. A memory play and a
sleight of hand, the film is more
than anything else deeply sincere. For Kaufman and director
Michel Gondry, the architectsof.
this comic and often cruel affair
of the heart, .love means always
having to say you're sorry. With .
Tom Wilkinson, Kirsten Dunst,
Mark Ruffalo and Elijah Wood.
(R, for language; some drug and
sexual content.l

Celebrate Wellness!
Mind · Body · Spirit Day

April 15, 2004
8:00 am -5:15 pm
Boise State University
Second Floor, Student Union
Keynote Speaker

Dr. Brian Luke Seaward

.

.

"Stand Like a Mountain, Flow like Water:
Reflections Of Stress And Spirituality"
and "Mind, Body, Spirit Healing"
Break Out Sessionsby LocalWellness Experts:·

Mindfulness, Family Nutrition, FQodAllergies and
. ".
.
Intolerances, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Fitness, Understanding OurHEnergetic"
Makeup, Adventure lherapy, Homeopathy, Art and Healing, Healing Touch and Energy
lherapies, Yoga,and Pain Management and Drumming.
"
. ~ .
Presented ~y Boise

st. Luke's Regional Medical Center

S~aieUniversity,

....

.c

.

& Saint Alphon~usMedical

For more information and toregister,caU426-S68Sodogonto:
www.boisestate.edu/healthseiviceslwell.ness/misc/MB.Sday.a~p
EXhibinpace 'aviltfabl"le-.-::~"--
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Author Kinzer brings Mid EasthiStol'Yto-BSO
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In,stant Cash •
for Winter? I
Donate Plasma at
BiomatUSA
•
Earn $50 the first week
II

4017 Overland Rd
Boise, 10 83705

GRIFOLS
Biornat USA, Inc.

.'

I

.

earing for people's health

L •

Special to The Arbiter
ast month,
Boise
State
University
_
played host to journallst and author
Stephen
Kinzer.
Kinzer has worked for The New
York Times for many years and
has held positions ranging from '
journallst to bureau chief in Is- .
tanbul.
Kinzer has covered Central
and Latin America as well as
portions of the Middle East including the 1997 Iranian presldential election. It was Ws time
spent in Iran that led WID to research and write about the 1953
coup that overthrew Prime
Minister Mossadegh and' restored Mohammad Reza Shah
to the thrown oflran.
This coup allowed the tyrannlcal leadersWp of Reza Shah
to take hold, resulting in the
1978-79 Iranian revolution that
placed Muslim fundamentalists
into, power motivating other
fundamentalists
throughout
the region. It was the link between actions taken in 1953 to
actions being taken today that
inspired Kinzer to write his latest book, "All the Shah's Men:
An American Coup and the
Roots of Middle East Terror".
Prior to 1953, as Mr. Kinzer
explained, it was not U.S. policy
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to convince the United States to
to overthrow foreign governhelp remove Mossadegh from
ments. When Mossadegh was
power. This time; however, the
Prime Minister of Iran and
British used a different tactic.
demanded the nationalization
,A cable was sent to Washingof the oil industry to allow the
ton indtcating that Mossadegh
proceeds to benefit the people
was leading Iran toward comof Iran, he infuriated the British
munism. Of course, the accuwho hail long been in control of
sations of communtst leanings
Iran's petroleum resources. It were false, but were successful
was Mossadegh's desire to esin motivating Eisenhower to
tablish a trade agreement with
approve a U.S. lead coup.
the British resembling the one
At this point a relatively unin place between the Saudi gov- known figure entered picture. It
ernment and the United States.
was,Kerrnit Roosevelt's (Teddy
The U.S. Arab Oil Company
Roosevelt's
grandson)
mishad established a 50/50 split of sion to arrange and carry out a
the profits from petroleum recoup d'etat in Iran. Working for
sources, therefore, Mossadegh
the CIA, Kermit Roosevelt emsaw no reason why Iran should
ployed such tactics as bribing
not be able to establish a similar
members of parliament, mulagreement with the British. The
lahs and people on the street
British refused to alter its policy
to speak out and demonstrate
toward Iran and wanted to keep
against the government ofMosnearly 100 percent of the profit
sadegh. Such frenzy was relinfrom oil. The British planned to ' quished that Mossadegh was
overthrow Mossadegh but were
forced to abdicate leadership of
forced to leave Iran before such
Iran thereby placing the former
a plan could be enacted. The
shah in his place. All the while
British then turned to the Unitno one knew that it was a lone
eJ States for assistance.
CIA operative who facilitated
In 1952 President HarryTru- .
the entire operation.
man was asked to help the BritRoosevelt's activities in Iran
ish overthrow the democratic
set a precedent of covert innationalist regime of Mossadetervention in foreign countries
gh in Iran. Truman insisted that
that has painted an extremely
the United States would not asunfavorable picture of the Unitsist in the overthrow of foreign
ed States around the world.
governments.
The following
Only recently the documents
year, Eisenhower became presused by Kinzer in reconstructident and the British tried again

The guys in' Aerosmith don't
want you to get the wrong idea.
True, their new CD, "Henkin'
on Bobo," is billed as their first
all-blues album.
.
wI BSU game or Pavillion ticket
But guitarist Joe Perry empha(valid day of event only)
sizes, "We're not out to educate
people about the blues. We're
not blues crusaders and we're
(show 10 card before ordering)
not a blues band."
Lunch only $4.50
"We know that all (the crit(or 20% off over $6)
ics) are just waiting to say, 'This
Located in the
doesn't sound like a blues reFred Meyer
Dinner Combo $6.75
cord," says singer Steven Tyler, '
Shopping Center.
(or 20% off over $8)
affecting a repulsed tone.
next to PetCo
At least, it doesn't sound
FAX 424-8655
like a traditional blues record.
PH 424-8580
or 424-8575
Certainly, no one will mistake
"Bobo" for an album by Robert
Johnson, Son House, or even for
one of those sober genre salutes
recently served up by Eric Clapton and John Mellencamp.
Instead, "Bobo" is modeled
after the English reinterpretation of American blues in the
'60s by bands like the Rolling
Stones, Fleetwood Mac and the
Yardbirds. It's a hard-rocking
wallop of a CD that treats blues
as slamming party music rather
than as the soul-searching stuff
oflegend.
19. Yourprofesaor ,-,---In other words, it's an Aerosmith record. Or, rather, an
Aerosmith record of the '70s.
a. cut you a break. when you were sick for your mid-term
Indeed, tlle most exciting asb>mq},ecW4Q,hours,()(~oJ:l1~'Work.f()!",every hour~ciass
pect of "Bobo" isn't its blues
c. believed studenteare the 'root ()taneVil."';"'~"·'~''.c,,,,c,e,;,::,..,,,,,..~;,,,,,::,,!
roots, but the fact that it features no ballads, no pop melod. deducted 20, pte. when youi' paper was stapled incorrectly
dies and none of the string and
horn arrangements
that have
characterized
Aerosmith's
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ing this true tale of espionage
have been made available. "All
,the Shah's Men" is an intriguing
look into some of the orlginsof
the current political situations
in the Middle East and around
the world. When the effects
of a coup are considered, it
becomes difficult not to think
about possible alternatives to
U.S. interventionist
policies
since World War II.
The IS53 coup in Iran re-established the oppressive rule of
a U.S. backed Shah. The ensuing revolution in 1978-1979 resulted in the empowerment of
such groups as the Taliban and
Al-Qaeda. The empowerment
of such Muslim fundamentalist groups has clearly resulted
in the terrorist tactics that have
become all too familiar to the
entire world,
Mr. Kinzer is not directly implicating the United States government in creating the terrorists we oppose today. However,
if we fall to consider all of the factors that contributed to the
current situation, I do not see
how we are going to improve
the situation in any real way.
Reading" All the Shah's Men: An
American Coup and the Roots
of Middle East Terror" could
greatly [ncrease understanding
of the origins of current issues
and the world outside Idaho.

Aerosmith abandons schmaltz and
gets back to their taste of blues
BY JIM FARBER
New York Daily News

3552 S. Findley - off Federal Way
II am-I Opm weekdays & II am-II pm weekends

,

,--l,

commercialized
music of the
past 17 years. \
It's the hardest rocking album
the band has released since
1985's "Done With Mirrors,"
the CD it cut just before its chart
resurrection .
Surprisingly, Perry says the
idea for the blues record originated with Columbia Records
President Don Jenner in 1996,
soon after he lured the band
back to the label that launched
it in the '70s. (In between, it had
spent more than a decade at
Geffen Records.)
The group wanted to kick off
its new contract with something more appealing to radio
programmers. So the blues idea
was put on hold while Aerosmith issued slick albums like
1997's "Nine Lives" and 2001's
"Just Push Play."
But last year, the band found
itself with a three-month window of opportunity before it
was set to start a huge tour with
Kiss. It turned out their producer from the '70s, Jack Douglas,
had room on his dance card,
too. Their mutual idea was to
record the band as an organic
live unit, as in the old days,
rather than' go through the
common pop process of having
everyone record their parts separately. The goal was to stress
feeling over technique.
"The only time we capture
this is when we play live," says
Perry. "This was our attempt to
get that back on a record. It's
what the fans have been missing."
On "Bobo" (the blues term's

0

meaning has been lost to history) the band rollicks through
pieces like Bo Diddley's "Road
Runner" Sonny Boy Williamson's "Eyesight to the Blind"
and Willie Dixon's "I'm Ready."
The band cut its teeth on such
pieces in 1970.
As familiar as its repertoire
may be, Aerosmith provides
some twists. It performs Mississippi Fred McDowell's "You
Gotta Move" - best known from
the Stones version on "stii;ky
Fingers" - but adds new cliq'ips
and a Bo Diddley beat.
" iJ
"We Were hellbent on I1l1\king it our own," Tyler says. ~We
made it more tribal."
Aerosmith came into its
as a pop act late inIts life. Sqf{le
longtime fans still conslder.Jts
'80s and '90s hits sellouts. peiry
takes the point.
"If you told me, when 1waJl;19
or 20, that we would do songs
like 'Dude Looks Like a r.a4y'
or 'Don't Want to Miss a ThWg,'
e,
I would have said, 'Not
brother not my band." he s,a;rs.
"But as you go along you re~1Ze
that you're an entertainer -and
whether you think it's sChmif}tz
or not,. y~u can't argue wim a
No.1 hlt.··1
But Perry says that if "Bo1\0"
sells well, the band may ~~{lI1
further toward hard rock ag\.W1.
"I'm keeping
my fin~rs
crossed that we get some c9'pverts to buy an Aerosmith tecord who may 110thave boqght
one for a long time," he says.
"Then we'll see where that
takes us."
.
?l.
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We encourage readers to voice their opinions for
publication. Please submit letters to the editor to
editor@arbiteronline.com and include name, contact
number and standing at Boise State University. Letters
may be subject to editing. The Arbiter cannot verify the
accuracy of statements made in letters to the editor,' they
reflect the opinion of the writer.. Readers may also post
their comments at www.arbiteronline.com
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that America stands for and
what Idaho should be like. I
This article stems froin a am definitely not saying that
state representative's response all Republicans are against
to what I wrote regarding my same-sex marriage, but a mathoughts on bill HJR-9 (same- jority of them are since that
sex marriage amendment) is the stance the party takes.
in Idaho. I agree that putting I think the majority of people
items on a ballot for the people in Idaho need to realize that
of Idaho to vote on is a very since republicans are the magood idea. However, when jority party in Idaho, they have
issue's surrounding a minor- great power and as always
ity's rights and their future as great power requires great
citizens of Idaho, I feel that responsibility. That includes
the people of Idaho have no responsibility to the majority,
business voting on something minority, and everyone else in
that affects a minority. 11 you bcr.vcen.
As a young, white, homothink about it, anything that
a minority group tries to do, sexual male attending college
the majority will disagree with. at BSU, I am ashamed to see
That's why they arc called a how our state government and
minority, because they do not national government have attacked me and many others
followthe normal stereotype.
If you believe marriage was like myself who have just as
solely meant for procreation much right as the next person
that is your opinion, but that to participate in the loving and
opinion is not the only one united benefits of marriage.
that is recognized by every I believe that I have lived a
constituent. Marriage is for very good life, stemming evmarriage purposes, it is meant erything 1 know and believe
for two people to be united from my LOSbackground and
under God and under America my extensive community and
law. Procreation is a choice volunteer service that 1 think
that stems from the decisions I deserve more rights than
to get married. Marriage there- some heterosexuals who aren't
fore is not meant for procre- true citizens ofIdaho, let alone
ation, but something that is a America.
My only response is if the
choice, one in which not every heterosexual participates state ofIdaho and the national
in, let alone procreation. Not government want to attack
everyone who gets married homosexuals, we will only do
what any human would do
wants to have babies!'
Letting Idahoans decide best. I think that homosexusomething that affects a non- , als are better activists not only
popular minority is absolutely towards the erase of hate; but
absurd. For example, if you are also violence in the home and
in a high school and the stereo- family, sexual health, and retypical jocks and cheerleaders lationships in general. Homoas seen in the media (no of- sexuals will try to survive and
fenseintended) were to make will do whatever it takes to win
the laws and decisions, total the war that has been unofchaos and complete ignorance ficially declared by the State
would ensue I believe that is of Idaho and our American
how Idaho and America are government! War on human
today. The majority party with rights has begun and it is going
power in Idaho (republicans) to be a long haul home until
would have total ignorance equality is reached.
for others if they felt a minorSincerely,
ity they didn't like shouldn't
Taylor I, Kauer
have rights.
Freshman
It is absolutely ignorant
and goes against everything

Dear Editor,

'Don't ask, don't·tell' hurts
our muuary reamness

J ~~U\
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tory and state of the modem lust among shipmates, I'd be
military. After all, Alexander the surprised.
But the gay community's apGreat, conqueror of the ancient
··.·;ll.
world (save, of course, most. of proach to "don't ask, don't tell"
f}""The most significant issue in
modem China), was a commit- (litigate first, ask questions later) is all wrong. Rather than sue
IfllUnerican military policy today reotypes.
AlL.'loughit's been a total flop, ted and public homosexual. Al- to change the rule, gay activists
v ~ay not be whether to stay in
exander's
army's
had
no
trouble
?''or· get out of Iraq, but rather "don't ask, don't tell" was au- following his orders into glori- (ledably by the Servicemembers
Legal Defense Network) should
the military's treatment of ho- thored with the best intentions ous battle.
lobby for a new compromise,
'~h)bsexuals under its "don't ask, of sausage-making Washington
The
modem
military
is
not
compromisers. President Clinwhich I refer to as the "Dupont
~>Jdon'ttell" polley.
composed
exclusively,
or
even
To the, military, "don't ask, ton owed the gay community primarily, of the sort of combat Circle Airmen" approach. Mod·'·ann't tell" is a disaster on nu- for helping him fend off his pri- infantry units in which "unit co- eled after the segregated World
')I.lli'erousfronts. It has increased, mary challengers in spite of his hesion" can easily be disrupted War IIAir Corps unit, the Tuskeethically challenged record. But
r '~ather than decreased, the
by the presence of a queer sol- geeAirmen (as wellas the 442nd
'/'number of discharges related President Clinton understood dier. In a whole host of settings Regimental Combat Team, the
to sexual orientation. The New there was no way he could end __from JAGlegal services offices most highly decorated unit in
discrimination against gays in
Army history, composed enl' York Times reported last week
uniform in one swoop, so he to cryptography.facilitiesto sup- tirely of Hawaii-born Japanese),
:'!tHat some 10,000 gay service
ply corps warehouses -- the in,'v~embers have been discharged tried to come up with a -com- tegration of openly gay soldiers an entire unit of "Pink Berets"
would, enable gay soldiers and
':In the decade since Congress promise.
One of the oft-mentioned couldn't possibly affect unit sailors to prove their worth on
"declded gays could serve as long
problems with allowing gay morale or productivity.
''''~$they kept their sexual orienta- servicemen to come out of the
The real problem in the the field of battle, eam commilitary
is not homosexuality mendations and, eventually and
'J'tUm to themselves.
b;;i'ln addition, the policyto some closet is that, in a military in but rather sexuality; plain and inevitably, earn acceptance into
-';;~-egree undercuts readiness. which outdated and yahoo at- simple. Same-sex relationships the mainstream military.
titudes toward sexuality (as well
Frankly, I don't care if the sol1; Jiliytime a sailor or soldier is reas Republicanism) supposedly should, in principle, have no dier who puts a bullet between
..h,lctant to participate in a "Black still prevail, unit cohesion (and more deleterious effect on unit Osama's eyes is straight, so long
IHrwk Down"-esque street war hence combat effectiveness) cohesion than similar relationas his aim is.
[!fIn Pyongyang, all he or she has
would be undercut. "Don't ask, ships between members of the,
"'fo do -- whether he is gay or don't tell" reduces the potential opposite sex. Commanding ofRapp is an assistant professor
%Il)fsexualor straight -- is make a
for such results by forcing gay ficers shouldn't sleep with buck at the University of Toledo Colprivates, male or female. But
-,~ass at a commanding officer.
; The policy has also cost the soldiers and sailors back into they do, and that's the prob- lege of Law and a commissioned
the closet. And as anyone whose
officer in the U.S. Navy Reserves.
1.lfiimedforces specialized experts
been on an aircraft carrier lately lem. One of the most commonly The views expressed here are his
off-loaded
cargoes
from
aircraft
.< ';; for example, Arable linguists knows, military closets are quite
carriers is pregnant female sail- own, not the Navy's.
'''Liat a time when such expertise
small. And constricting.
is drastically needed.
But the policy also reflects ors. If that's not evidence of a
To gay and lesbian activists,
bigger problem than same-sex
an utter disregard of the hisron't
ask, don't tell" represents
BY GEOFFREY RAPP
':J,~pecialto the Hartford Courant

'n ":

continued symbolic and actual discrimination of the worst
kind, in that it is motivated by
outdated and reprehensible ste-'

lier, Mencken shook Roosevelt's

I

Commander in Comedy
LosAngelesTimes

\ Presidents have always used
I self-deprecation to deflect critiI cism. Ronald Reagan, who loved
lone-liners, inoculated himself
<fromcharges that he was taking
too many workday naps by observing, "Hard work never killed
anyone -- but I figure, why take
the chancer' Without occasional jokes, especially at their own
xpense, presidents would look
like sourpuss bluestockings.
vin Coolidge, anyone?
00 bad Democratic National
mmittee Chairman Terry
McAuliffeand other Democrats
are acting like laughs should be
jmnned from serious politics.
McAuliffeand others denounced

.....
;.h

President Bush as disrespectful
for putting on a slide show at
the Radio and Television News
Correspondents Assn. dinner
showing him peering about
the White House for weapons
of mass destruction. "This is a
very serious issue," McAuliffe
said Friday. Well, yes. But does
that mean telling a joke about
it is "cavalier," as presumptive
Democratic candidate John F.
Kerryput it?
Ofcourse the weapons controversy has serious implications,
as do most subjects of jokes at
such events. Democrats saying
that Bush can't joke about it
without insult1ngsoldiers is like
the GOP claiming that Democrats can't oppose the war and

The Arbiter

be patriotic.
The truly serious thing about
what's known as Washington's
"SillySeason" is whether presidents rise to the challenge.
Whether it's the AlfalfaClub, the
Gridiron or a correspondents
dinner, the pressure is intense.
If they can't pass muster at these
overgrown frat parties, how can
they be expected to deal with
world leaders?
Franklin Roosevelt proved his
bona fides right'away at the 1934
Gridiron.Afterbeing denounced
by a guest speaker, the journalist
H.L. Mencken, Roosevelt solemnly delivered a denunciation
of the assembled press corps
__ one that had been Written
,by Mencken hims~lf years ear-
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Campus involvement
is a great idea
festivals and meetings on campus and this effort by your staff
I wanted to express my is sure to raise awareness for
thanks to you and your staff the promoted events. I thank
for developing the "CampuS you for' highlighting Boise
Involvement" section on the State's student involvement
front page of the March 29, and hope that you will con2004 edition. This is an ex- tinue to promote these events
-cellent way to showcase the on the front page.
variety of student-produced
programs offered each day. I Sincerely,
have spoken to many student'
,leaders over the years about Rob Meyer
the free resources available to Associate Director Student·
promote concerts, lectures, Activitiesl BSUStudent Union
Dear Editor,

Business Manager

Editor-in-Chief
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xl05

, editor@arbiteronline.com

Advisor
DR. DAN MORRIS xI07

CELEBRATING

hand and said "fair shooting.»
In 2000, McAuliffe's old boss,
Bill Clinton, aired a video of
himself at the White House Correspondents dinner that had
Clinton wandering around the
White House asking "Anybody
hornet," creating origami ducks
and running after Hillary,shouting "You forgot your lunch!" At
this year's Gridiron, skits made
fun of Halliburton and the hunt
for Osama bin Laden.
_For all the mockery, these
Comedy Centrals for the political class usually end on a serious
note, and at' the broadcasters'
dinner, Bush solemnly saluted
U.S. soldiers fighting abroad.
If Democrats want to attack
Bush, there's a gold mine in his
policies. But oh, please, don't
demand a president who can't
laugh.
-
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. Plano; vocal, & theory
.~LearIlto
lessons for ages3-adull
Meditate Sat. 4/3 &. Sun.
Instructor has two
4/4. 2-4pm Boise Library.
musical degrees. Call
715 S. Capitol. 3rd fir.
Mila at 331-0278 or
Info: 208-364"5843.
409·0278
Sponsored by Learn to
Meditate. a non.profit.
Men's club seecerl
Interested? Contaet Matt
Classilied ads are ,free
at 426·72S0
(or students. Can 345~204 to pla~eyoun.

1991 VW Golf $1200/
obo, runs good. Call
343-64IS

GREA.T·?

King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $42S. Can
deliver. 866·7476

~
S25 offhalr extensions
e SID off hair tolor w/halKut
e S5 off 011 penns
e S3 off haircuts
e 520ff Ii and
browwox
84'1:Jd1.713-4S70

e

1tM/J6.. TIlIoIIon Uotor IoIso, Id.

Please plCscnl toupen ,
ulillne of o\lpolnll\1cnl

with a local
private lawyer for
most legal

2001 Honda CVR
600F41 Red and black.
Great condition. $SOOO.
87M864

Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$IS9. Can deliver.
866-7476 .

Mattress Set, Fun Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call
866·7476
1994 Pontiac Grand AM
2 door. Runs great. Very
well taken care of. $3000
obo. Call 841-7S1S

Cherry sieigh bed Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $8S0, sacrifice
$29S. Call 888-1464
S-Piece Cherry
Bedroom set. Brand-new
in box. Retail $14S0,
sacrifice $39S. Call
888-!464

1987 Isuzu Trooper
2 Excellent condition.
New tires. Includes MP3 .
capable stereo. $1800.
841·2213

FREE UTlLmESI
. FREE CABLE TVI

inaurance
workmen'S C~.tiOll

Newly Built

I' I
lJlusJlllYIorll!v>d,wh1o)'lll;s39w,.sa)lllll
Colleue Benelltslnclude:
• S116.00prnmh

1&2 Bedrooms
$515 or $595
•
•
•
•
•

Elevators
Directly across from WineD
U.Hour fitness room
Business Center
Secured Access

'lblllo!lirdS200/11Il
• 10.ClXlS/LOrlloool~
___
1'101:--lid I'*! S220.oo b'"one weeIonI

The Plon~r Group Is Here To Helpl No Upfronl Feesl iii

amriIn'«Gucrd
t~'"
W¥>!<my ~

pr nmh

.

Are You In Need 01 Debt Consolidation, Personal, or
Call Us Toll Free! ' Business Loan/s7 Fast approvals, Regardless Of Your Credit
JSBS) 620 '.3267"_,, Historyl Bad Credit & BankruptcyAcceptedl '. . A~ &

call ASBSlJ for an
appoint:lllllDt Att:omeys:
Margaret Lezllllliz IIDd
J"hn fl<:}u:oedar

Wanted: Fiy fishing
guides for the McCall,
Idaho area. JuneSeptember season.
Fly fishing experience
necessary. Idaho Angler
McCall. 208-634-4004

I

Do You Need Financial Aid?

claims
. DOl/criminal

Musician seeking
creative keyboardists,
guitarists, bassists,
drummers, singers.
Heavy to spacey. Cool
originals! covers. I have
practice space. Calf
Derek 890-IS71

Affordable
Downtown
Living

Basement Apt for rent
2311 N. 19th St. Separate
Livinglbedlbath, share
Kitchen/washroom. $300
+ Some Util. 343-0S22

and

~l~~:::S
18$

Bartenden Trainees
Needed.$2S0/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-2933985 ext 223

orapply@
~
www.collegeincome.com

Roommate Needed
2411 Kootenai $200/mo ..
+ Util, Includes Cable/
Internet 384-0168

including
divorce/family law
lendlord problflllll
child custody and
child IIIPPOrt
collectiOll and debt
problflllll

8as8·Appt
FT/PTin Cust SaleslSelVicB
Flex Hours
No Exp. Necessary
Conditions Apply

F Roommate wanted
to share 2 bedroom apt.
with WID. $27S/mo. +
$200 Deposit. Call Holly
322-4847

Roommate Needed to
share 2 bd/2ba apt.$3S0/
mo. + 1/3 Uti I. 331-6628
and ask for Haylie.

problems

injury

$\ 0.50

STUDENT DISCOUNT.'
and a great location close
to BSm Well maintained
1 BR! I BA duplex with
AC, updated paint. and
carpet, pnvate patio,
and plenty of parking.
Nonnally rents for $47S,
but now only $42S per
month for BSU students
+ $200 of lst mo. Rent!
Located on the corner of
Leadville and Howe (716
Howe). Call Mike at
8S0·1314 for a
showing today!

you may have,

personal

•

WashbumBT3
Maverick Electric Guitar.
gig bag, strap, cord &
Peavey Blazer 158 Amp.
$300713-4724
.

1987 Jeep Cherokee 6
cylinder, 4x4, S speedNeeds clutch work.
$1.000 finn. 37S·2448

to look .ind feel

W,lI1t

Responsible femaIeto
share 3 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Available 4/1.
$288 + 1/3 utilities. WID.
Call 376·7134

Itailan leather couch
and loveseat for salel
Brand new. still in plastic.
Retail $24S0, sacrifice
$899. Call 888·1464

Additiansl Signing Bonus
_

53000 • SBODD

ltml 86~S1601373-7218

""4'~~t~~Dmr'l\IP\

d.(,.,.,/.
k$ \
,~'Sll.\
NETWORK

t

ALt::'AMERICAN!

SATELLITE' 1t
IS lOOK1NQ

fOR ENERGETIC.

:;~T~~~~A~~;EM~~

!

1

~

• GaEAT COMMISSIONS
• .BONUSES
• fl£XIlL£

:

1

~OURI

• ADVAIlCEMENT
OPPOIl1\INmES:
TRAINING

AND SUPPORT

•

t

PROVIDEO . : ~

illler"l,d oppl,COlll\"Ii'IUI ollllllClvi,;;

208-794-lZ14 -,
Wanted to Hire 3 strong!
people to help load
.
moving vans on 4/S.
Good pay & lunch. Call
433·1962

BroncoJobs
"ti£j'j'S'i'hi'iYl"i"
We're hiring outgoing
and articulate sfudents
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• Paid tmlnlng
• Casual environment
• Flexible schedule

LookingJor Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities,
or
Internships?

$8.00 I hour
Please call for
more Information

658-4888

MAl THAt

RESTAURANT &: BAR
Ki.ckin' ilup a notch ill'Downtoll'1l Boue
right next door to Old Chicago.
~

JOB APPLICANT
I---~~----Ij

E

HOW 00 '(OU
RELJARD '(OUR
TOP PERFORMER&?

1
i

I

I KEEP INCREA&ING
THEIR WORKLOAD&
UNTIL THEIR PERFORMANCE& BECOME
AVERAGE.

E

.....

DO ~OU MIND IF
1 PUT '(OUR PICTURE
ON 1"1'( &TAPLER?

&O ... WH'(
WOULD
I U&E ONL '{
AN'(ONE
THE FINE&T
TR'(TO
MOTIVATION~ EXCEL?
AL PO&TER&.

E

t

.

~.

ff~~:::1~y

1-..Jill..;§OU----;...f!'L.L<...l~'-ti
1-

~

\

r--tl

~l-JlLCJ~----''£!tJG.l.14

--.J,..:JUiOI .......J:-,;;;;;.---'

WELL ,I DON'T ALLOW
PERSONAL ITEM& ON
DE&KTOP&, BUT I'LL
MAKE AN EXCEPTION.

"I think we can all saleiy
hlame Janel Jackson lor this."

WHATS
THAT
THING?

IT& 1"1'( &ON.
HE COULDN'T
GO TO &CHOOL
TODA'(.

WHAT
DOE&
. HE
HAVE?

TRA'(LOR, GO &HAKE
HAND& WITH THE
POINT'f-HAIRED
MAN.

Crossword

I DON'T
THINK IT
HAS A NAME
,(ET.

ACROSS
Revue segment
_,walsy
I
Bullets. brielly
Kind of bean
Nebraska city
Hover
threateningly
17 Ladd or Freed
18 Mil. probe
19 Calvary initials
20 Purses
23 Work on a doily
24 Fitzgerald and
Grasso
25 Art stands
27 Spain and
porlugal
Jly linda C. Black
30 Piece of man's
jewelry
-TIibune Media Servicfs
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Cancer (June 22- July 22)
..
32 Lon_ot
Today is a 9 • You're a lucky one, no
Today is a 5 - You're a stickler for the
Cambodia
Today's Birthday (April 1)
doubt about that, but don't push
33 Louis and Carrie
rules when it comes to money. You're
Your energy is high this year, but
your luck too far. Have fun, but don't
35 Large antelope
not inclined to make a deal that you
pon't get too rowdy. You're liable to
38 Holy war
forget to do something you promised
feel would shortchange your family. A
41 Advanced in
offend a gentle person or spend too
to do for a loved one.
years
wise friend won't even ask.
inuch of your money. Enthusiasm is
04101104
43 Bygone Renault
e 2004Trlbune Uedla ServIce., Inc.
wonderful, but practice restraint;
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
AU rights r... rved.
44 Region
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
45 Bruce or Spike
To get the advantage, check the day's
Today is a 5 - A loved one knows
Today is an B - Be nice when an older
47 Engrave
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
what you're going through and sends
7 First French
Solutions
person makes a ridiculous request.
49 General_
';Oost challenging.
prayers and compassion. Knowing
Open winner
Corporation
You won't gain anything by jeering or
8 Scram!
that should make a difficult job a
52 For sure
310
~ 3 3 l
A N 00'
033
H
laughing out loud, and you could lose
9 New Englander
54 Kindness to
Aries (March 21-April 19)
bit easier.
V 3 a I 3 Il 8 V
V l S V
10
Will
Smith
biopic
creatures org.
Today is a 9 • Your enthusiasm can be . quite a bit.
Sd I HS~3'V3allllllvoa
11 Monaco town
56 E: O'Brien film
boundless, but keep your lips zipped
AquarIus (Jan. 20·Fcb. 18)
12 Tag line from
57 Car franchises
v 0 d S viiia 3 3 a N I
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
when it comes to financial matters.
Aesop
Today is an B - You're buzzing, but be
52
Cinema
canine
O~ 1113 S I ON
oil
S
~
Today is a 6 - This time of year can be
64 Bandleader Shaw 13 Overlooks
It's good to win big, but it's dumb to
careful. Acting without thinking could
3 3 ,-..V 3 8 V. ~ v 03'
irritatipg, as everybody expects you
21
Lilly
or
Wallach
65 Notion
tell everyone what you have. Don't go
A , 8 3 a , 3. 3 a v S n H 0
have dire consequences.
A family
22 Cloyed
to bail them out of jams that they got
66 Listen to
ON
on a shopping spree, either.
member who isn't talking has built up
a N V , 3111S 3 AN'"
25
Mall
event
67
Wacko
into all by themselves. Grin and
H 3 e I
v
I
3
I
Hili
27 Not left out:
V
J.
some expectations. You'd be smart to
68 Swarm
"0
bear it.
abbr.
69 Bookie figures .
~.:l~ S v 3111 S v , 1 3_
Thurus (AprU 2O-May 20)
find out what they are.
28
Dullard.
70
Tender
places
Today is a 7 • You're sensitive to
71 Archipelago
. 29 Shed more light IHNI
UbraO)Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
N003H
a a B! N'V1V
a ,
someone's feelings, so you might be
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
on
member
Todayjs an B - Others may seem to be
~OO'VHV~O
VV'lI'
able to saysomething
that the others
31 Oh, right
Today
is
a
5
•
One
of
your
favorite
in control, but you have a lot of influ· ,
a V'l
~ V
AS'
V d
J. I ~ S
DOWN
34 Positive votes
have avoided saying. Be gentle yet
theories may have to be modified. In
1.Open-handed
·36 .N.Y. Metar LA.
enct':. Use that influence, not your
works better on paper thari in prac· .
finn: Tough lOVe. .
blow
Dodger. e.g.
, ~.Left Bank
precious resources, to achieve the
2 Metric mess.
37Salontlnts
to offer
tice, as you're about to find oul
58 Buck's tail?
goal you're after.
3 Colorful Apple
39 Having all one's
48 'Perfect ones
GemIn1 (May ZHune 21) .
59 Caesar's last
~Oit carrier
.
marbles.
50 Mil.course
•
···date?
~-~
~Thda}'.ls.a 7 ·Your friends can b~ a
Scorp(d (0Ct;2S=Nov;21}-~-----~· ~.
(cl.20lM~MmM.
SERy!~~~_C, .
5 Rose Fes~~-r40""""R--a~llioow·.,..-·r. -',-.
~. 5'H'a,peele-place
50 Pare _
distractlonwhen
there's work tooe
city.
.
"shaped·
52 Gem State.
Today isa 5 • Keep a relatively low
. Distributed by Knight Ridder/TribUne
-61 Unvarying
done. Don't forgettofollow
through
5Singl~celled
42 Eet-llk8 lish
53 Nuzzled .
profile a while longer, and You'll see
. Infonnation Services.
.
53Want:organism
45
Person
with
lots
55
View
from
the
onapro~eyou've~de.
that youhave more support than you

\

1
5
10
14
15
16
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